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VAISD VISION
Van Alstyne ISD will become the premier district in the state of Texas

VAISD MISSION
Van Alstyne ISD will be a premier school district providing a well-rounded, safe school experience that prepares our graduates to discover and attain their life
goals.
OVERVIEW OF 2018-2019
DISTRICT IMPROVEMENT PLAN GOALS
GOAL 1: ALL STUDENTS WILL EXPERIENCE HIGHLY ENGAGING AND RIGOROUS LESSONS AND INTERVENTIONS TO HELP THEM ATTAIN THEIR
ACADEMIC POTENTIAL.
GOAL 2- VAISD WILL CREATE AN INNOVATIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT THAT HELPS OUR STUDENTS DEVELOP 21ST CENTURY SKILLS.
GOAL 3: VAISD WILL RECRUIT AND MAINTAIN HIGHLY MOTIVATED STAFF WHILE PROVIDING ONGOING AND RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT THAT TRANSLATES TO STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND SUCCESS.
GOAL 4: PARENT AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS WILL BE PARTNERS WITH THE VAISD STAFF IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF OUR STUDENTS.
GOAL 5- VAISD WILL PROVIDE ALL LEARNERS WITH A SAFE, SECURE, NURTURING, AND POSITIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT.
GOAL 6- VAISD WILL PROACTIVELY ADDRESS GROWTH WHILE OPTIMIZING STUDENT PERFORMANCE, COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS, AND
CORE VALUES.
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VAMS VISION
Our vision at VAMS is to become the premier middle school in the state of Texas

VAISD GOALS
Goal 1: We will focus on relationships, relevance, and rigor and provide engaging and meaningful instruction for our students.
Goal 2: We will focus on increasing our Master’s Level performance for areas that are below 40%, and focus on raising the performance levels of our sub-pops
within 5% of the overall group.
Goal 3: We will enhance campus climate for both students and adults through activities such as: our House system, celebrating success, increasing school spirit,
I-30, and providing opportunities for parents to be actively involved in their child’s education.
Goal 4: We will increase the use of meaningful technology integration during daily instruction to enhance student engagement and learning.
Goal 5: We will focus on providing opportunities for our staff to become more innovative in their lesson design.
Goal 6: We will continue to provide our students with learning experiences where they are demonstrating 21st century skills
Goal 7: We will continue to work collaboratively with staff members towards fulfilling our 3-year campus vision.
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SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT DATA

This chart compares our 2018 STAAR scores to our 2017 STAAR scores. The scores in orange improved from the previous year, and the scores
in yellow decreased from the previous year.
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ESSA COMPREHENSIVE NEEDS ASSESSMENT
Data Resources: STAAR and TELPAS Assessment Results, TAPR (Texas Academic Performance Report), Parent / Staff Surveys, Administrative Reports,
Eduphoria Teacher Proficiency Reports
Demographics
Student Achievement
Demographics and Staff Quality
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Be prepared to deal with rapid student growth
Be prepared to deal with the increasing diversity of our student
population
Provide professional development to help teachers better serve our
students’ needs- particularly in the area of lesson design, data,
technology and critical writing
Provide time for instructional coaches to lead professional development
sessions
Provide teachers with the tools and resources they need to be
successful
Provide an education and programs that attract students and families to
VAISD
Put systems in place for successfully integrating new staff members

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Processes and Programs
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment; Staff Recruitment
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Improve results for all students in subject areas that are at or near the
area average
Improve Master’s level rates in grades and subject areas that are less
than 40%
Increase daily rigor level of activities to increase Master’s level
performance on STAAR
Integrate critical writing in all subject areas
Implement strategies that support the success of students classified as
SPED, economically disadvantaged, ESL, and at-risk to ensure they are
performing at rates comparable to their peers.
Improve the use of data to adjust curriculum, instruction, and
remediation in lower performing content areas
Improve targeted tutoring services offered to all students, including
economically disadvantaged and at-risk students
Focus efforts on using differentiated instruction and formative
assessments with students
Increase the percentages of students meeting the growth target on the
STAAR Progress/ Growth Measure in reading and math.
Implement progress and data meetings between principals and all core
teachers to ensure strategic intervention and student success.

Perceptions
Family and Community Engagement

and Retention; School Organization; Technology
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
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Need a curriculum and lessons that reflect 21st Century skills and
learning (meaningful technology use, collaboration skills, critical
thinking, problem-solving, creativity, etc.)
Continue to improve vertically and horizontally aligned districtcreated curriculum documents.
Implementation of the SLO process to guide teacher instruction.
Provide more opportunities to shift from teacher-centered to
student-centered instruction
Need to focus on TEK alignment, rigor level, and data-driven decision
making in lower performing content areas
Need to continue to improve upon teachers’ technology competency
levels.
Need to be aware of emerging trends in technology through
workshops, trainings, etc., and increase meaningful technology
utilization during instruction
Find ways to increase the number of Chromebooks students and
teacher have access to in 5th – 7th grades
Continue to provide clean and functional facilities and working spaces
for our students
Continue to allot budget money to instructional areas

School Culture and Climate
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Involve families and the community in the educational process,
including providing events and programs for parents to attend, and
posting campus happenings on social media sites
Involve the students in giving back to the community
Seek ways to support a family atmosphere amongst staff and students
Provide multiple opportunities for students to be involved in our school
Provide consistent discipline for students frequently disrupting school
Find ways to successfully integrate new students into our existing
school culture
Provide opportunities for student voice in campus decision-making
Provide sufficient staff/parent communication at through the use of
Remind, social media, newsletters, and personal communication.
Explore ways to use our SRO to educate students and parents on issues
such as the responsible use of social media and bullying
Explore the option of providing summer camp opportunities for
students- ex. space camp, coding camp, photography

Texas Public Education Objectives
OBJECTIVE 1:

Parents will be full partners with educators in the education of their children.

OBJECTIVE 2:

Students will be encouraged and challenged to meet their full educational potential.

OBJECTIVE 3:

Through enhanced dropout prevention efforts, all students will remain in school until they obtain a high school diploma.

OBJECTIVE 4:

A well-balanced and appropriate curriculum will be provided to all students.

OBJECTIVE 5:

Educators will prepare students to be thoughtful, active citizens who have an appreciation for the basic values of our state and
national heritage and who can understand and productively function in a free enterprise society.

OBJECTIVE 6:

Qualified and highly effective personnel will be recruited, developed, and retained.

OBJECTIVE 7:

The state's students will demonstrate exemplary performance in comparison to national and international standards.

OBJECTIVE 8:

School campuses will maintain a safe and disciplined environment conducive to student learning.

OBJECTIVE 9:

Educators will keep abreast of the development of creative and innovative techniques in instruction and administration using those
techniques as appropriate to improve student learning.

OBJECTIVE 10:

Technology will be implemented and used to increase the effectiveness of student learning, instructional management, staff
development, and administration.
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GOAL 1

VAN ALSTYNE MIDDLE SCHOOL WILL ACHIEVE THE HIGHEST ACCOUNTABILITY RATING BY THE TEA

Public Education Objective 4: A well-balanced and appropriate curriculum will be provided to all students.
Public Education Objective 6: The state’s students will demonstrate exemplary performance in comparison to national and international standards.
VAMS Goal: Maintain exemplary performance- Increase Master’s Level performance to at least 40% and all sub-populations within 5% of the overall group.
Summative Evaluation: STAAR Test Results, Quarterly Assessments
Objective 1

VAMS will focus on Relationships, Relevance, and Rigor in order to provide engaging and meaningful instruction for our students

Strategies
1.1.1 – Focus on the Core Cycle for Success as the
driving force for instructional decision-making
1.1.2 – Analyze previous year’s results when creating
lesson plans
1.1.3 – Analyze individual STAAR results by objective, SE
and demographic breakdown
1.1.4 – Quarterly assessments will be analyzed to
determine remediation required of each student
1.1.5 – Design lessons that require students to play an
active role in their learning
1.1.6 – Focus on improving instruction in areas that are
at or below the top area schools

1.1.7 – Focus on improving Master’s Level scores in
areas that are at or below the top area schools
1.1.8 – Monitor data concerning economically
disadvantaged, SPED, Hispanic, and at-risk sub-pops,
and make sure teachers know who these students are
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Resources
Eduphoria Aware
Eduphoria Forethought
Aware
Aware
Data Meetings
PLC
Forethought
TOT/Learning Walks
PLC
Aware
Forethought
PLC
Data Meetings
Forethought
PLC
Data Meetings
Principals
Teachers
Data Meetings
List of students

Person(s) Responsible
Principal
Teachers
Principal
Teachers
Principal
Teachers
Principals
Teachers

Timeline
Ongoing

Formative
Evaluation
Quarterly assessments

2018-2019

Lesson plans

August
2018
The end of
each
quarter
2018-2019

STAAR data

Principal
Teachers

2018-2019

Lesson plans
Data Meetings

Principal
Teachers

2018-2019

Lesson plans
Data Meetings

Principal
Teachers

2018-2019

Student grades
Quarterly assessment
data

Teachers

Quarterly assessment
data
Lesson Plans
Walkthrough data

Strategies

Resources

1.1.9 – Start working with struggling students early in
the school year

Teachers
Intervention Lab

1.1.10 – Provide opportunities for teachers to attend
Wonderful Wednesday professional development
learning opportunities with our instructional coaches
1.1.11 – Encourage the integration of critical writing in
all content areas

Instructional Coaches

Person(s) Responsible

Timeline

Formative
Evaluation
Quarterly assessment
data
STAAR data
Record of professional
development sessions
offered
Walkthrough data
Lesson Plans

Teachers
Intervention Lab
Monitors
Instructional Coaches
Principals

2018-2019

Principals
Teachers
PD Opportunities
Progress Meetings
TOT/Learning Walks
Secondary Curriculum
Coordinator
1.1.12 – Provide tutoring services that are focused and
Aware
targeted to student performance data
Compensatory funds$1,000
I-30 Time
Intervention Lab
1.1.13 – Maintain alignment of all special programs with Forethought
the general education program to increase student
SPED and Compensatory
performance
Funds
$128,935
1.1.14 – RTI (EIT-Early Intervention Team) will be used
Staff Time
to support struggling students
Panther Plans

Principals
Teachers

2018-2019

Principal
Teachers

2018-2019

Quarterly assessment
data

Principal
Special programs
Teachers (SPED, ESL)

Ongoing

Lesson plans
Quarterly and STAAR
testing results

Principal
Teachers

Ongoing

EIT reports
Panther Plans

1.1.15 – Classroom lessons will have a greater focus and
go more in depth on the Readiness Standards and
teacher will increase the rigor of these lessons

Principal
Teachers

Quarterly

Lesson plans
Quarterly assessments

Principals
Teachers

2018-2019

Next year’s
accountability rating

1.1.16 – Achieve all 7 distinctions from TEA on our
accountability rating
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Aware and
Forethought
Secondary Curriculum
Coordinator
Data meetings
Progress meetings

2018-2019

Objective 2

Provide enrichment activities for students outside of and in conjunction with instruction and curriculum in core areas.
Strategies

Resources

1.2.1 – Membership and participation in UIL academic
competition will be encouraged and promoted

Local funds

1.2.3 – Enrichment activities will be provided for highachieving students

Teacher assignments
STEAM activities during I-30
Innovation Hour
Duke Talent Search
College days
College memorabilia
I-30 time
Makerspace items
Student leaders
Principal
CIT time

1.2.4 – Increase college awareness amongst students
1.2.5 – We will provide opportunities during I-30 for
students to work in the makerspace, work on
computers, and participate in and lead clubs
1.2.6 – Explore adding theater arts as an elective for
our 6th grade students
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Person(s) Responsible

Timeline

Formative
Evaluation
Participation rosters

Principal
UIL Coordinator
Teachers
Principal
Teachers

2018-2019

2018-2019

Student products
Quarterly assessment
data

Principals
Counselor
Principals
Counselor

2018-2019
2018-2019

Records of college
days
I-30 participation

Principals
Counselor
Fine Arts Director
Theater Teacher

2018-2019

CIT Agenda

GOAL 2

ALL STUDENTS WILL EXPERIENCE HIGHLY ENGAGING AND RIGOROUS LESSONS TO HELP THEM ATTAIN THEIR ACADEMIC POTENTIAL.

Public Education Objective 5: Qualified and highly effective personnel will be recruited, developed, and retained.
Public Education Objective 8: Educators will keep abreast of the development of creative and innovative techniques in instruction/ administration using these
techniques as appropriate to improve student learning.
Goal 1: We will focus on relationships, relevance, and rigor and provide engaging and meaningful instruction for our students.
Summative Evaluation: STAAR test results; reduced staff turn-over rate, staff survey
Strategies

Resources

2.1.1 –Increase the use of meaningful technology
integration during daily instruction to enhance student
engagement and learning

PD Activities
Tech Trainings w/ Lisa Dietz

Principals
Technology specialist
Teachers

2018-2019

2.1.2 – Find ways to increase the amount of
Chromebooks available for our 5th-7th grade learners

Approximately $8500 for a
class set of 25 on a cart

Principals

2018-2019

2.1.3 – Administrators will remain current on research
& current educational trends

PD Activities
TASSP Memberships
Twitter

Principals

Ongoing

2.1.4 – I-30 time will be utilized to remediate our
struggling students
2.1.5 – Connect our teachers to other educators and
experts in the field both on and off our campus to
exchange ideas and share instructional strategies

Teacher planning
Student data
Twitter
Flexible PLC times
Skype
Instructional Coaches
Bingo Board of Innovation
Tech Trainings
After-School Workshops
TOT/Learning Walks

Principals
Teachers
Principals
Teachers
Secondary Curriculum
Coordinator
Principals, Building
Leadership Team,
Instructional Coaches,
Instructional
Technologist, Secondary
Curriculum Coordinator

Ongoing

2.1.6 – Provide our staff with opportunities and
training to help them become more innovative in their
teaching
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Person(s) Responsible

Timeline

Formative
Evaluation
Lesson plans
Technology resources
Campus training
participation
Number of carts
available for each
grade level
Twitter
Training attendance
Professional
Memberships
I-30 walkthroughs

2018-2019

Twitter footprint
PLC documents

2018-2019

Completed bingo
boards

GOAL 3

PARENT AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS WILL BE PARTNERS WITH THE VAMS STAFF IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF OUR STUDENTS.

Public Education Objective 8: Educators will keep abreast of the development of creative and innovative techniques in instruction/ administration using these
techniques as appropriate to improve student learning.
Public Education Objective 1: Parents will be full partners with educators in the education of their children.
VAMS Goal: We will enhance campus climate for both students and adults through activities such as: Rachel’s Challenge, celebrating success, increasing school
spirit, I-30, and providing opportunities for parents to be actively involved in their child’s education.
Summative Assessment: Parent Survey
Strategies
3.1.1 – Continue to communicate effectively with
parents and community

3.1.2 – Promote communication with our students
through Remind
3.1.3 – Host events for parents to be actively involved
in their child’s education
3.1.4 – Implement systems to successfully integrate
new teachers
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Resources

Person(s) Responsible

Timeline

Formative
Evaluation
Use records

Facebook, Twitter,
Campus/ grade level
newsletters, School
Messenger, website,
marquee, Remind
Remind

Principals

Ongoing

Principals

Follower list

Curriculum Videos, Art
Night, STEAM Night,
Student presentations,
Principal time
Mentors
New staff lunches

Principals
Teachers

September
2018
2018-2019

2018-2019

New staff feedback
Survey

Principals
Building Leadership Team
Mentors

Record of events

GOAL 4

VAMS FACILITIES WILL BE SAFE, WELL-MAINTAINED, AND DISCIPLINED ENVIRONMENTS CONDUCIVE TO STUDENT LEARNING

Public Education Objective 7: School campuses will maintain a safe and disciplined environment conducive to student learning.
VAMS Goal: We will enhance campus climate for both students and adults through activities and programs such as: our House System, celebrating success,
increasing school spirit, and providing opportunities for parents to be actively involved in their child’s education.
Summative Evaluation: Documents

Objective 1 Address the physical and emotional safety needs of our students and encourage every student to maximize his/her potential to
become productive members of society.
Strategies
4.1.1. – Provide staff and student safety training and
drills
4.1.2 – Implement systems to successfully integrate
new students to our existing climate

Resources
Class time

Principal, Teachers,
Counselor, House Peers,
New Student Phone Calls
4.1.3. – Continue to enhance campus climate for
Local funds, PALS, Pride
students and implement behavior interventions and
Prevention, STAR Program,
character education as methods of preventing
Counselor Guidance, House
violence, drugs, suicide, and promoting good character System, Student Mentors,
Adult Mentors, SRO
4.1.4 - Our SRO to educate students and parents on
SRO
issues such as the responsible use of social media and
bullying
4.1.5 – Continue to provide teachers with a positive
working environment

4.1.6 — Educate students on internet safety to
include covering appropriate online behavior in
regards to chat rooms, social networking,
cyberbullying, etc.
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Local Funds
Grade-level lunches
Out-of-school activities
Appreciation activities
Online videos
Safety lessons
Emerge Program
BRIDGE class
SRO

Person(s) Responsible
Principals
Safety Team
Principal
Teachers
Counselors
Principal
Counselors
Teachers
Student Council
Student Senate
Principals

Timeline
Ongoing
Ongoing

Formative
Evaluation
Log of trainings and
drills
Student feedback,
discipline reports

Ongoing

Discipline
documentation
Student feedback

2018-2019

Record of events

Principals

Ongoing

Campus climate
survey

Principals
Counselors

2018-2019

Training log
Emerge curriculum

Strategies

Resources

4.1.7 – Explore avenues of character education for
our students
4.1.8 – Increase student voice and input through
Student Senate Advisory Committee
4.1.9 – Provide opportunities for students to engage in
community outreach/ service

Counselor, Principals,
Student Senate
Principal time
I-30 time
Community service logs and
awards, community service
days

Objective 2

Counselors
Principals
Principals
Principals
Counselors

2018-2019

Formative
Evaluation
Chosen Program

2018-2019

Meeting reports

2018-2019

Community service
logs

Timeline

Provide facilities that maximize learning and community pride.
Strategies

4.2.1 – Promote student involvement in improving the
exterior and interior look of our campus
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Person(s) Responsible

Resources
Local Funds
Student group time

Person(s) Responsible
Principals
Maintenance Director
Club Sponsors

Timeline
Ongoing

Formative
Evaluation
The appearance of
the building and
grounds

GOAL 5 AN APPROPRIATE OVERALL FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE SCHOOL WILL BE MAINTAINED THROUGH EFFECTIVE PLANNING AND EFFICIENT
MANAGEMENT OF THE BUDGET.
Summative Assessment: Audit, Budget
Strategies
5.1.1 – Continue adherence to Financial Accounting
Resource Guide and local financial procedures
manuals to ensure state and federal compliance
5.1.2 – Ensure that all sponsors and secretaries
managing activity funds adhere to the Activity Fund
guide
5.1.3 – Continue to analyze budget to maximize funds
used in the area of instruction
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Resources
FARS Guide
OMB (Office of
Management and Budget)
circular
Activity Fund Guide

Time

Person(s) Responsible

Timeline

Formative
Evaluation
Documents

Business Manager
Principal
Campus Secretary

Ongoing

Principal
Campus secretary
Group sponsors
Business Manager
Principal

August,
2018

Documents

Ongoing

Budget re-allocations

